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This work investigates the coupling effects of internal sloshing flow on the sway motion response of rectangular box
sections. The impulse-response-function (IRF) method is employed for external wave action, while the viscous two-
phase flow model with the volume of fluid (VOF) interface capturing technique based on the OpenFOAM R© package is
adopted for the internal sloshing flow. A new lower critical frequency is defined to understand the coupling effects of
the internal sloshing flow, which is the corresponding frequency of the minimal sway motion amplitude. The external
wave and internal sloshing forces are out-of-phase at the lower critical frequency. The numerical simulations show that
the lower critical frequency is equivalent to the sloshing natural frequency when the internal sloshing flow is in the non-
breaking pattern. The non-breaking sloshing-induced force approaches the same magnitude as the external wave force,
which leads to a zero-amplitude sway motion. When the internal sloshing exhibits the breaking phenomenon, a phase
transition of the internal sloshing force can occur, which causes the lower critical frequency to be smaller than the slosh-
ing natural frequency. The increased incident wave amplitude or decreased tank breadth can strengthen the nonlinear
behavior of the sloshing coupling action. That is, the sway motion response deviates more from the linear sloshing flow
results, including the smaller lower critical frequency and the larger minimal sway motion amplitude. However, with
the increased breaking-sloshing-induced nonlinearity, the difference in the sway motion response between the coupling
and uncoupling results reduces, which implies a lower coupling effect.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the increased demand for liquefied natural gas (LNG)
and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), floating production stor-
age and offloading (FPSO) and floating liquefied natural gas
(FLNG) production systems have attracted significant recen-
t attention. These structures possess ship-type floating hulls
for operation and production, and the liquefaction plants and
liquid tanks are equipped for LNG or LPG storage. When the
storage tanks are partially filled, the ship motion response is
affected not only by the external wave excitation but also by
the internal liquid sloshing. The interaction reflects the cou-
pling effect between the ship motion and the internal sloshing
under wave actions, which leads to dramatic variations in the
ship motion response. A similar phenomenon is found in load-
ing or offloading operations of LNG carriers or shuttle tankers.
Therefore, a better understanding of the coupling effects be-
tween the liquid sloshing and ship motion response has broad
engineering applications for the safety of offshore exploration
and marine operations.

Early studies on the coupling sloshing problem were per-
formed in the framework of a linear potential flow model and
classic diffraction theory in the frequency domain, such as
Molin (2002), Malenica, Zalar, and Chen (2003), Newman
(2005), and Gou, Kim, and Kim (2011). In these works,
the sloshing-induced force was decomposed into the restor-
ing force and added mass, where the coupling effects of the
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internal sloshing flow on the ship motion response were con-
sidered in the ship motion equation. However, the linear po-
tential flow model is not suitable to simulate violent internal
sloshing flow motion. This has been demonstrated by exten-
sive comparisons of the ship motion response between lin-
ear potential flow solutions and experimental measurements.
With the development of computing technologies and numer-
ical techniques, the numerical wave flume model in the time
domain has been taken as an alternative method for coupling
sloshing problems. Wang, Sun, and Hu (2017) established
a two-dimensional fully-nonlinear numerical approach using
the boundary element method (BEM). The coupling of the
floating tank motion with the nonlinear internal sloshing flow
under the fifth-order Stokes wave action was investigated.
Zhuang and Wan (2019) studied ship motion with the slosh-
ing effect in waves using a full computational fluid dynamic-
s (CFD) simulation. Cao et al. (2019) conducted a coupled
analysis of a damaged ship with internal sloshing in beam
seas, where a numerical wave flume based on the smooth par-
ticle hydrodynamics (SPH) method was adopted. These in-
vestigations confirm that the sloshing flow nonlinearity can
significantly affect the behavior of ship motion responses.

For an increased efficiency compared to the full numeri-
cal wave flume method, a hybrid approach that combines the
external wave action and internal sloshing flow motion has
been developed. Mitra et al. (2012) developed a weak-form
Galerkin finite element method (FEM) to solve the internal
sloshing flow, while the sea-keeping problem was simulat-
ed with a hybrid marine control system. Cercos-Pita et al.
(2016) and Serván-Camas et al. (2016) adopted a nonlinear
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ship motion program to determine the response with six de-
grees of freedom, and used the SPH method for the internal
sloshing motion. The essential advantage of the hybrid nu-
merical model is that suitable methods can be adopted in the
external wave action and internal sloshing flow, respective-
ly. As is well known, ship motion is a classical marine hy-
drodynamic problem that can be accurately simulated using
the linear potential flow model. On the other hand, the liq-
uid sloshing problem represents one kind of complex interface
flow with a highly nonlinear breaking phenomenon, which re-
quires more advanced numerical models. Using this princi-
ple, Kim (2002) recommended the linear potential flow model
with a combined Rankine source and transient Green-function
method for the external wave action and the Eulerian equation
for the internal sloshing action. Huang et al. (2018) and Sarip-
illi and Sen (2018) applied the time-domain transient Green-
function method to the ship motion response, and the internal
sloshing flow was simulated with the nonlinear potential flow
model equipped with artificial damping and a Navier-Stokes
solver, respectively.

The impulse-response function (IRF) method (Cummins,
1962) is another popular approach for the time-domain anal-
ysis of ship motion in coupling sloshing problems. The IR-
F method is built on top of the frequency-domain solution-
s for the diffraction/radiation potential flow model; thus, it
can provide a higher computing efficiency than direct time-
domain solvers. Therefore, more computational resources can
be used for internal sloshing flow simulations. Rognebakke
and Faltinsen (2003) adopted the multimodal method to sim-
ulate the internal sloshing flow motion to investigate the cou-
pling effects on the sway motion box section. Nam et al.
(2009) simulated liquid sloshing using the finite difference
method (FDM) based on the Eulerian equation. The numerical
study covered three degrees of freedom (heave, pitch, and rol-
l) of a simplified LNG/FPSO unit. Zhao et al. (2014) and Su
and Liu (2017) adopted the nonlinear potential flow model and
the nonlinear Boussinesq-type approach for the liquid slosh-
ing problem to address the nonlinear coupling action around
the sloshing natural frequency, respectively. Zhao et al. (2018)
conducted a nonlinear potential flow simulation for the cou-
pled sloshing action on a barge vessel with six degrees of free-
dom. The most significant coupling action was observed in the
sway and roll motions for beam seas, while the surge and pitch
motions in the head seas were less sensitive to the internal s-
loshing flow action. Li et al. (2019) simulated the influence of
liquid sloshing on the motion response of a ship with forward
speeds, where the increasing trend of the coupling effect on
the pitch motion can be observed with an increased forward
speed. These works confirm that the free surface nonlinearity
in liquid sloshing significantly impacts the coupling behavior
of ship motion response. However, the inviscous fluid flow
model cannot simulate the damping effect during the coupled
sloshing process.

To better understand the damping effect on the coupled
interaction between the ship motion and internal sloshing,
Rognebakke and Faltinsen (2003) adopted a linear artificial
damping term in the sloshing flow model. The calculated cou-
pled sway motion response is sensitive to the damping of the

sloshing motion around its natural frequency. Lee and Kim
(2010) adopted the Navier-Stokes solver for the internal s-
loshing motion, where both the fluid viscosity and free surface
nonlinearity are considered in the coupling action. However,
these sloshing flow models adopted a single-valued function
for the free surface motion, which implies the influence of
complex interface flows, such as folding, breaking, spraying,
and overturning, cannot be simulated correctly. Jiang et al.
(2015) simulated the internal sloshing flow using the Navier-
Stokes solver with the volume of fluid (VOF) method. The
numerical simulations showed that the sloshing flow configu-
ration significantly affects the rolling motion response, which
leads to nonlinear variations in the ship rolling RAOs with the
incident wave amplitude, especially around the ship and slosh-
ing motion natural frequencies. Du, Wang, and Zhang (2019)
adopted the Navier-Stokes solver with the multi-material ar-
bitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (MMALE) method to remap the
broken surface of the sloshing motion. The spraying phe-
nomenon was observed under large amplitude incident waves
around the sloshing natural frequency, where the normalized
sway motion amplitude is sensitive to the incident wave am-
plitude. In the coupling sloshing system, the sloshing action is
considered as a frequency-dependent spring, where the damp-
ing that involves the breaking phenomenon can significantly
impact the spring stiffness. This is why the sloshing coupling
action has amplitude-dependent characteristics at various fre-
quencies. Although these research efforts demonstrate the sig-
nificance of internal sloshing flow patterns, detailed variations
in the ship motion response with the state of the internal slosh-
ing flow motion still lack comprehensive numerical investiga-
tions, especially involving breaking phenomena. As is well
known, the internal sloshing flow motion has different charac-
teristics before and after breaking (Bouscasse et al., 2014a,b;
Sauret et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2015). Therefore, significant d-
ifferences in the ship motion responses between non-breaking
and breaking sloshing configurations are expected, which is
the primary motivation of this study.

The behavior of the sway motion response with the cou-
pling of the internal sloshing flow motion is investigated based
on the above issues. A series of numerical simulations are per-
formed for the sway motion box section with different tank
breadths and filling depths under wave actions. As the vio-
lent free surface motion is reported as a concern in sloshing
flow motions, the numerical investigations focus on the influ-
ence of the sloshing flow configurations on the sway motion
response. Differences in the sway motion responses as affect-
ed by the non-breaking and breaking sloshing flow motions
are identified, and a new concept of the lower critical frequen-
cy is defined to describe its characteristics. Three patterns for
the sway motion response with the coupling sloshing action
are addressed. Thus, numerical analyses are performed to in-
vestigate various influencing factors in this study, and some
dynamic mechanisms of the coupling sloshing are revealed.
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II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

A rectangular sway box section equipped with a partially-
filled tank is considered, as shown in Fig. 1. Two Cartesian
coordinates are defined in the figure, with OXY Z as the space-
fixed system (simulates the external wave motion and the cou-
pling strategy) and oxyz as the body-fixed system (simulate
the internal sloshing flow motion). A brief description of the
hybrid numerical model is described as follows.

A. Internal liquid sloshing flow model

The Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible two-phase
flow in an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) reference sys-
tem is adopted here to describe the internal sloshing flow,

∂ρ

∂ t
+

∂ρui

∂xi
= 0, (1a)

∂ρui

∂ t
+

∂ρ(u j−um
j )ui

∂x j
= ρgi−

∂ p
∂xi

+µ
∂

∂x j

(
∂ui

∂x j
+

∂u j

∂xi

)
,

(1b)

where ui is the velocity component in the ith direction, um
i is

the velocity component due to the mesh deformation in the
ALE frame, p, ρ , and gi are the pressure, fluid density, and
gravitational acceleration, respectively, and µ is the fluid dy-
namic viscosity.

To simulate the violent sloshing flow, especially the fold-
ing, breaking, and overturning phenomena, the volume of flu-
id (VOF) method (Hirt and Nichols, 1981) is adopted to cap-
ture the free surface motion. The fractional function of the
VOF, as defined by ϕ , in a computational cell is given by,

ϕ =


0, in air
0 < ϕ < 1, on free surface
1, in water

. (2)

The fractional function satisfies the following advection equa-
tion,

∂ϕ

∂ t
+(ui−um

i )
∂ϕ

∂xi
= 0, (3)

where the contour of the fractional function with ϕ = 0.5 is
used to represent the interface between the water and air phas-
es. In the computation, the fluid density and viscosity are av-
eraged using the available fractional function,

ρ = ϕρW +(1−ϕ)ρA, (4a)

µ = ϕµW +(1−ϕ)µA, (4b)

where the subscripts W and A represent the water and air phas-
es, respectively.

The governing equations (1a) and (1b) and the VOF equa-
tion (3) are solved using the finite volume method (FVM) in-
tegrated in the OpenFOAM R© package. The velocity and pres-
sure are implicitly decoupled from the pressure using the split-
ting of operators (PISO) algorithm (Issa, 1986), and the Euler
method is used to discretize the transient term. The convection
and diffusion terms are discretized using the Gauss limited lin-
ear method and Gauss linear corrected method, respectively.
The no-slip boundary condition is imposed at the solid walls,
which includes the body surface and seabed. The numerical
computations always begin from the still state, which mean-
s the hydrostatic pressure and zero velocity are specified as
the initial conditions. In the numerical simulations, the time
increment is automatically determined based on the Courant-
Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition as,

∆t ≤Cr×min{
√

Se/|ue|}, (5)

where Se and |ue| are the area and absolute velocity in the
computational cell, respectively. The numerical results con-
firm that the coefficient of Cr = 0.20 can produce stable and
accurate results. For the details of the numerical implements
in the OpenFOAM R©, the readers are referred to Jasak (1996)
and Rusche (2003). Finally, the fluid force on the tank is ob-
tained by integrating the pressure and shear stress over the
body surface as,

F(t) =−
∫

S
p ·ndS+

∫
S

µ
∂~uτ

∂n
dS, (6)

where S is the tank wall surface, and n and~uτ are the unit nor-
mal vectors and the tangent velocity component, respectively.

B. External wave action and coupling strategy

The potential flow model with an empirical nonlinear drag
formulation is utilized to simulate the external wave action.
A convolution integral in the equation for box motion helps
express the sway motion response ζ2(t) in the time domain
as,

[Mb +a22(∞)] ζ̈2(t)+Bvis
22 ζ̇2(t)|ζ̇2(t)|+∫ t

0
R22(t− τ)ζ̇2(τ)dτ = Fext

2 (t)+F int
2 (t)

+Fbear
2

ζ̇2(t)

|ζ̇2(t)|
,

(7)

where Mb is the box mass (excluding the fluid mass inside
the box as this is included in F int

2 ). The Fbear
2 is the constant

force acting against the motion from the bearings, which is
2.0 N based on the physical experiments in Rognebakke and
Faltinsen (2003). The Bvis

22 is the viscous damping coefficient
due to the external fluid motion, which is estimated based on
the assumption of a low Keulegan-Carpenter number flow,

Bvis
22 =CD

ρWd
2

, (8)
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(a) (b)

FIG. 1: Sketch of the coordinate definitions and the geometry of the sway box section. (a) Side view, (b) Top view.

where W and d are the width and draft of the sway box sec-
tion, respectively, and CD is the drag coefficient valued at 0.30
for the present facing square problem. The F int

2 is the internal
liquid force along the sway direction and includes the liquid
hydrostatic force and sloshing-induced force, which is calcu-
lated with Eq. (6) in Sec. II A. The Fext

2 (t), a22(∞), and R22(t)
are the exciting force, infinite frequency added mass, and the
retardation function, respectively.

A two-dimensional classical potential flow model with the
higher-order boundary element method (HOBEM) (Teng and
Eatock Taylor, 1995) is adopted to compute the exciting forces
Hi(ω), added mass ai j(ω), and radiation damping bi j(ω) in
the frequency domain. Based on these results, the external
hydrodynamic loads Fext

2 (t), a22(∞), and R22(t) are obtained
in the time domain using the impulse response function (IR-
F) method. For the radiation force, the relationship between
the time and frequency domains can provide the added mass
ai j(ω) and radiation damping bi j(ω) in terms of the Fourier
transforms of the IRF as

bi j(ω) =
∫

∞

0
Ri j(t)cos(ωt)dt, (9a)

ai j(∞) = ai j(ω)+
1
ω

∫
∞

0
Ri j(t)sin(ωt)dt. (9b)

Furthermore, the inverse-transform of Eq. (9a) can give an al-
ternative expression for the IRF,

Rext
i j (t) =

2
π

∫
∞

0
bi j(ω)cos(ωt)dω. (10)

A similar relation also exists for the exciting force, while the
time-domain external exciting force Fext

i (t) on the box is com-
puted as

Fext
i (t) =

∫ t

0
hi(t− τ)η(τ)dτ, (11)

where η(t) is the incident wave elevation, and hi(t) is the im-
pulsive response function resulting from a unit impulse input,
which can be obtained from the following IRF Fourier trans-
forms,

hi(t) = ℜ

[
1
π

∫
∞

0
Hi(ω)e−iωt dt

]
. (12)

Figure 2 shows the coupling strategy for the presented nu-
merical model, which is applied using Eq. (7). There are three
parts in the coupling model: external wave action, internal
sloshing flow, and coupling analysis. The time-domain exter-
nal wave action can be expressed with an impulse response
function hi(t), added mass ai j(∞), and retardation function
Ri j(t), which are computed by Eqs. (12), (9b). and (9a), re-
spectively. When solving the motion response of Eq. (7), the
internal and external fluid forces are computed using Eqs. (6)
and (11), respectively. After solving Eq. (11) at the curren-
t time step, the motion response is obtained and adopted as
the moving-wall boundary conditions for the simulation of
the tank sloshing at the following time step. In the numeri-
cal simulation, the time step for the internal sloshing force is
given by Eq. (5), and the box motion response can be solved
at the same time step. For the external wave action, a B-spline
interpolation scheme is required in both the wave excitation
force Fext

i (t) and the retardation function Ri j(t). It is not-
ed that 50 frequencies are employed in the frequency-domain
computation for the convolution of the impulse response and
excitation, and convergence of the computational solutions is
ensured.

III. NUMERICAL TEST AND VALIDATION

Numerical investigations are performed for the sway mo-
tion response of the box section coupling with different inter-
nal filling conditions under the wave actions. Figure 1 shows
the definition of the geometries for the wave flume and the
sway box section, where the box section of length L = 0.376
m, breadth W = 0.599 m, height H = 0.40 m, and draft d = 0.20
m is located in the wave flume with a water depth h = 1.030 m.
Several simulation cases are designed to perform the intended
investigation by varying the values of the tank breadth B and
filling depth D. The definition of the test cases is given in Ta-
ble I, where three tank breadths B = 0.150, 0.225, and 0.300 m
and three filling depths D = 0.094, 0.186, and 0.290 m are se-
lected together with the corresponding case of the zero-filling
condition (indicated as Emptytank in the table). Numerical
simulations follow the experiments in Rognebakke and Faltin-
sen (2003), in which the total mass (body mass plus the water
mass Mb +Mw) is kept constant for different filling condition-
s. Four incident wave amplitudes, Ai = 0.005, 0.010, 0.020,
and 0.030 m, are adopted, while the wave frequency ω varies
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FIG. 2: Coupling strategy for the ship motion response with internal sloshing flow under wave action.

from 6.0–11.0 rad/s, which covers the natural frequency of
the internal sloshing flow. To avoid initial transients, a cosine
ramp function is adopted to modulate the exciting force over
the initial 10 wave periods in the simulations.

Figure 3 shows three typical time signals for the sway mo-
tion responses, where the corresponding geometry and wave
frequency are illustrated in the captions. It is observed from
Fig. 3a that the amplitude of the sway motion response in-
creases gradually at the initial stage before t = 17.5 s. After
a short transient, a steady-state evolution is observed in the
sway motion signal, which is relatively symmetric as a sinu-
soidal function. The steady state of the sway motion response
is sustained until the end of the computation at 100 s, indi-
cating that the coupling effects of the internal sloshing flow
were fully developed at the ‘steady-state stage.’ A similar
phenomenon is observed in Fig. 3b; however, a small transient
appears again after the ‘steady-state stage’ at t = 38.5 s. This
is explained by the development of impact loading due to the
violent broken-free surface motion around the resonant fre-
quency with time. Fourier analysis indicates that the dominat-
ing harmonic of the sway motions is still at the incident wave
frequency ω for the new transient evolution. The average am-
plitudes of the sway motion responses between the durations
of 25–35 and 50–100 s are Ā2/Ai = 0.469 and 0.446, respec-
tively, while the maximal amplitudes are Amax

2 /Ai = 0.471 and
0.475, respectively. In general, only a slight discrepancy in
the results between the steady state and new transient is ob-
served, suggesting the new transient can be regarded as the
‘near steady-state stage.’ For the third type of evolution in
Fig. 3c, only the ‘initial stage’ and ‘near steady-state stage’
are observed. Thus, the ‘steady-state stage’ disappears, im-
plying that the impact loading from the violent sloshing flow
develops more rapidly. In the following simulations, the sway
motion amplitudes A2 are computed from the averaged val-
ues over the ‘near steady-state stage.’ If the ‘near steady-state
stage’ does not appear, the sway motion amplitude can be eas-

ily determined from the ‘steady-state stage.’ Finally, it is not-
ed that the evolutions in Fig. 3 are simulated with Mesh 3, a
convergent mesh scheme, as discussed next.

A mesh dependency test is performed for the sway motion
response using an incident wave amplitude of Ai = 0.015 m
for three different geometries: B150D186, B150D094, and
B150D290. Four sets of mesh schemes are adopted in the
numerical tests, as detailed in Table II. Non-uniform mesh-
es are utilized to discretize the internal fluid domain in the
CFD simulations to reduce the computational costs. High-
resolution square fine meshes are adopted near the free sur-
face, while intermediate-resolution rectangular meshes are
used elsewhere. Typical meshes are depicted in Fig. 4, show-
ing Mesh 1 in Table II for the three geometries. Figure 5
shows the amplitudes of the sway motion response obtained
for the different mesh schemes. The numerical results sug-
gest that the variations in the mesh density have little impact
on the results when the number of cells is larger than 4×104,
which confirms that Mesh 3 can produce convergent solutions.
Therefore, Mesh 3 is adopted as the baseline for the following
investigations.

An available experiment in Rognebakke and Faltinsen
(2003) performed at the Norwegian University of Science and
Technology is adopted to validate the accuracy of the numeri-
cal model, where the B150D186, B150D094, B150D290, and
B300D186 geometries are considered. The relationship be-
tween the wave amplitude and the wave frequency is given in
Eq. (13) as,

Ai =


0.030, 6.00 ≤ ω ≤ 6.90
0.020, 7.00 ≤ ω ≤ 7.90
0.015, 8.00 ≤ ω ≤ 11.00

. (13)

Besides the laboratory measurements, the numerical results in
Rognebakke and Faltinsen (2003) are also included for com-
parison. In their work, the numerical model was established
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TABLE I: List of test cases and corresponding geometries and parameters in the present study.

Name Tank Breadth Filling Depth Body Mass Water Mass Natural Frequency
(B / m) (D / m) (Mb / kg) (Mw / kg) (ωn / rad/s)

Emptytank — — 47.01 0.00 —
B150D094 0.150 0.094 43.51 5.30 7.33
B150D186 0.150 0.186 37.01 10.49 8.66
B150D290 0.150 0.290 31.51 16.36 8.98
B225D094 0.225 0.094 40.86 7.95 7.33
B225D186 0.225 0.186 31.76 15.74 8.66
B225D290 0.225 0.290 23.33 24.53 8.98
B300D094 0.300 0.094 38.21 10.60 7.33
B300D186 0.300 0.186 26.52 20.98 8.66
B300D290 0.300 0.290 15.15 32.71 8.98

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3: Time signals of the sway motion response for the box under wave actions.
(a) D = 0.094 m, B = 0.150 m, Ai = 0.015 m, and ω = 8.00 rad/s,
(b) D = 0.186 m, B = 0.150 m, Ai = 0.015 m, and ω = 8.70 rad/s,
(c) D = 0.290 m, B = 0.150 m, Ai = 0.015 m, and ω = 8.90 rad/s.

TABLE II: Mesh resolutions (number of cells in the
computational domain) for the convergent tests.

Name D = 0.186 m D = 0.094 m D = 0.290 m
Mesh 1 10434 12314 12500
Mesh 2 23688 27777 28200
Mesh 3 41924 49256 50000
Mesh 4 95880 110826 105000

using the IRF method for the external wave action and sway
motion response, while a linear model without artificial damp-
ing and nonlinear model with artificial damping were adopted
to simulate the internal sloshing flow. As shown in Fig. 6, the
overall comparison suggests that the present viscous sloshing
flow results and the nonlinear sloshing numerical results in
Rognebakke and Faltinsen (2003) agree well with the experi-
mental data. The numerical results at the non-resonant condi-
tions agree better with the experiments than those at the res-
onant condition. Around the resonant frequency, the violent
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 4: Typical grid systems in the tank for different filling conditions. (a) D = 0.094 m, (b) D = 0.186 m, (c) D = 0.290 m.

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 5: Mesh convergent test for various geometries with different incident wave frequencies. (a) D = 0.094 m, B = 0.150 m,
(b) D = 0.186 m, B = 0.150 m, (c) D = 0.290 m, B = 0.150 m

sloshing motion is more likely to generate the breaking phe-
nomenon. This might be the reason for the slight discrepancy
between the experimental and numerical data. However, the
linear sloshing flow model only works well at non-resonant
frequencies. For frequencies close to the sloshing natural fre-
quency ωn, the zero sway motion amplitude and the over-
predicted results are observed in the linear sloshing flow solu-
tions. The essential assumption of the ideal fluid, irrotational
flow, and linearized free surface condition is the primary rea-
son for the inaccurate numerical results, where the exagger-
ated sloshing forces and the 180-degree phase at ω = ωn are
generated from the linear sloshing flow model. Furthermore,
the discrepancy between the present viscous flow model and
the nonlinear sloshing flow model in Rognebakke and Faltin-
sen (2003) are also observed in Figs. 6a and 6c, demonstrating
the indispensability of the viscous sloshing flow model in the
coupling analysis.

From the comparison and analysis, it is confirmed that the
numerical coupling model can produce accurate results for
sway motion responses.

IV. INFLUENCE OF INCIDENT WAVE FREQUENCY AND
AMPLITUDE

The dependence of the sway motion amplitude on the in-
cident wave frequency and incident wave amplitude is inves-
tigated. The amplitude of the sway motion response is de-
fined as A2, which is computed based on the average respons-
es in the ‘steady-state stage’ or ‘near steady-state stage.’ The
validation study in Sec. III shows that the numerical model
well-reproduces the studied scenario for the coupling sloshing
problem. Thus, it is employed to investigate the sway motion
response induced from external waves and internal sloshing
actions. The primary objective is to study the influence of
the internal sloshing flow configuration, especially the non-
breaking and breaking phenomena, on the behavior of cou-
pling actions. The 9 geometries given in Table I are adopted
here, where the scope of incident wave frequency is from 6.0–
11.0 rad/s.

The explanations begin with the sway motion response
from the smallest incident wave amplitude Ai = 0.005 m, as
shown in Fig. 7. A comparison between the results with and
without the sloshing action shows the significant effect of in-
ternal sloshing on the sway motion amplitude. Two particular
frequencies, lower and higher critical frequencies of ωl and
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 6: Validations for the sway motion amplitudes with different filling conditions. The linear and nonlinear sloshing results
in Rognebakke and Faltinsen (2003) are presented with the internal damping coefficient ξ from Keulegan (1958).

(a) B = 0.150 m, D = 0.094 m, and ξ = 0.0030, (b) B = 0.150 m, D = 0.186 m, and ξ = 0.0030,
(c) B = 0.150 m, D = 0.290 m, and ξ = 0.0037, (d) B = 0.300 m, D = 0.186 m, and ξ = 0.0030.

ωh corresponding to the minimal and maximal sway motion
amplitudes, respectively, are defined to analyze the coupling
sloshing results. The minimal and maximal values are the
most significant resistant and enhanced actions of the internal
sloshing flow, which are also the key physical measures of the
two critical frequencies. Furthermore, a three-phase variation
(low-frequency range, medium-frequency range, and high-
frequency range) is suggested to describe the sway motion
amplitude against the incident wave frequency. The medium-
frequency range is the region between the two critical fre-
quencies, where a rapid increase in the sway motion ampli-
tude with the incident wave frequency is observed. This in-
dicates that the process of internal sloshing action changed
from anti-sway motion to enhanced-sway motion. The low-
and high-frequency ranges are defined as where the coupling
effect has resistant and enhanced actions on the sway motion
amplitude, respectively. Based on the descriptions above, it
is observed that the behavior of the sway motion response
around the medium-frequency range is the essential mecha-
nism of the coupling sloshing action.

The numerical results for the sway motion amplitude at the
incident wave amplitude Ai = 0.005 m suggest that the lower
critical frequency ωl always equals the sloshing natural fre-

quency ωn. Meanwhile, the zero-amplitude sway motion is
found at the frequency ωl = ωn. This is explained by the fact
that the sloshing-induced internal force and the wave-induced
external force are nearly out-of-phase with almost the same
magnitude, as shown in Fig. 8a. Moreover, although the fre-
quency is close to the sloshing natural frequency, the time sig-
nal of the internal sloshing force is still symmetric and appears
as a sinusoidal function, implying the coupling sloshing effect
is generally linear. This can also be confirmed from the agree-
ment between the linear and viscous sloshing flow results in
Fig. 7. Note that the available linear results were reported in
Rognebakke and Faltinsen (2003), where only the cases of B =
0.150 m with D = 0.094, 0.186, 0.290 m and B = 0.300 m with
D = 0.186 m were presented. Furthermore, Fig. 8b shows vari-
ations in the magnitude and phase shift of the internal sloshing
force, which causes the rapid increase of the sway motion am-
plitude in the medium-frequency region. Figure 8c shows that
the internal sloshing force has an approximately 0.44π phase
delay compared to the external wave force at the high critical
frequency, which is different from the in-phase relationship.
The sloshing force evolution is still symmetric and oscillates
sinusoidally at the incident wave frequency. These sinusoidal
characteristics in the sloshing force evolution imply they are
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

FIG. 7: Comparison of the sway motion amplitudes with and without the influence of internal sloshing flow motion at an
incident wave amplitude of Ai = 0.005 m.

(a) B = 0.150 m, and D = 0.094 m, (b) B = 0.225 m, and D = 0.094 m, (c) B = 0.300 m, and D = 0.094 m,
(d) B = 0.150 m, and D = 0.186 m, (e) B = 0.225 m, and D = 0.186 m, (f) B = 0.300 m, and D = 0.186 m,
(g) B = 0.150 m, and D = 0.290 m, (h) B = 0.225 m, and D = 0.290 m, (i) B = 0.300 m, and D = 0.290 m.

non-breaking states for internal sloshing flow. This is con-
firmed from the non-breaking free surface profile in the sec-
ond row of Fig. 8. Therefore, the behavior of the sway motion
response under the incident wave amplitude of Ai = 0.005 m
is taken as the coupling effect for the linear and non-breaking
sloshing flow configurations.

To demonstrate the nonlinear characteristics of the coupling
sloshing effect, special attention is given to the influence of
the incident wave amplitude on the sway motion response. A
wide range of incident wave amplitudes of Ai from 0.005–
0.030 m is adopted for the simulations, as shown in Fig. 9. The
numerical comparison suggests that the influence of the inci-
dent wave amplitude on the behavior of the sway motion re-
sponse is described from the three-phase variation. The sway
motion amplitude is nearly independent of the incident wave
amplitude at the low- and high-frequency ranges, implying the
minimal effect of the nonlinear coupling sloshing action. In
the medium-frequency region, the sway motion response has

a strong sensitivity to the incident wave amplitude. The non-
linear growth of the sloshing-induced forces with respect to
the amplitude of the sloshing excitation from different inci-
dent wave amplitudes is the cause of this phenomenon. With
the increased incident wave amplitude, the normalized sway
motion amplitudes deviate more from the results of Ai = 0.005
m. This indicates that the nonlinear influence of the internal s-
loshing flow on the sway motion amplitude is more important
for larger incident wave amplitudes.

Variations in the sway motion response around the medium-
frequency range also suggest that the increased incident wave
amplitude not only affects the magnitude of the sway motion
amplitude but also leads to the changes in the characteristic-
s of the variation for the sway motion amplitude. In this s-
tudy, the sway motion response at the incident wave ampli-
tude of Ai = 0.005 m is defined as Type1, where the zero sway
motion amplitude A2/Ai = 0 at the frequency ωl = ωn is the
most important characteristic. Furthermore, Fig. 9 shows that
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 8: Comparison of the time signals between the external wave and internal sloshing forces and the corresponding internal
sloshing free surface pattern of B150D186 under Ai = 0.005 m (ωl = ωn = 8.60 rad/s).

(a) ω = 8.60 rad/s, (b) ω = 8.80 rad/s, (c) ω = 9.10 rad/s.

the increased incident wave amplitude leads to the minimal
sway motion amplitude A2/Ai 6= 0 at the lower critical fre-
quency ωl < ωn. In this case, the other two variation types are
suggested to describe the sway motion response. The Type2
variation shows a continuous increase from the lower critical
frequency ωl to the higher critical frequency ωh. Typical ex-
amples are cases with a filling depth of D = 0.094 m at the
incident wave amplitude of Ai = 0.030 m in Figs. 9a–9c. For
the Type3 variation, a sudden jump around the lower critical
frequency is observed. A quintessential example is observed
in Figs. 9d–9i for filling depths of D = 0.186 and 0.290 m
when the incident wave amplitude is Ai = 0.030 m. These
three types of sway motion variations are summarized in Ta-
ble III.

Figures 10 and 11 show typical internal sloshing force evo-
lutions and free surface snapshots at the time of maximal sway
motion response around the lower critical frequency for the
Type2 and Type3 variations, respectively. Distinct from the
symmetric and sinusoidal characteristic in Fig. 8 for the non-
breaking variation type (Type1), impulsive behavior in the s-
loshing force signal is observed in these figures. The impul-
sive behavior suggests there is breaking sloshing flow mo-
tion in the tank, which is confirmed from the corresponding
free surface profile. This indicates that the Type2 and Type3
variations are generated by the breaking sloshing flow action.
Furthermore, evident differences are observed in the sloshing
force evolutions between the Type2 and Type3 variations. In
Fig. 10, the impulsive force and breaking sloshing flow appear
in all sub-figures, indicating breaking sloshing flow occurs at
all frequencies around the lower critical frequency. The slosh-
ing force evolution patterns in the figures are relatively similar.

The major difference between them is that the external wave
and sloshing internal forces have different phase shifts, which
leads to a continuous increase of the sway motion amplitude
for the medium-frequency range in Type2. For the Type3 vari-
ation in Fig. 11, the sloshing force evolution shows sinusoidal
and impulsive characteristics at the lower critical frequency
and adjacent frequencies. Correspondingly, the internal s-
loshing flows at different conditions show the non-breaking
and breaking states, respectively. Moreover, changes in the
sloshing flow states (breaking and non-breaking) lead to sud-
den phase transitions for the sloshing forces and free surface
profiles between adjacent frequencies. This causes a sudden
jump in the variation of the sway motion amplitude around the
lower critical frequency for the Type3 variation.

The above results allow conducting a detailed analysis of
the influence of the incident wave amplitude towards the sway
motion response. As shown in Fig. 9 and Tab. IV, the in-
creased incident wave amplitude can initially lead to changes
in the sway motion response from the non-breaking (Type1)
and breaking (Type2 and Type3) types. The lower critical
frequency then reduces with further increases to the incident
wave amplitude, which also deviates more from the sloshing
natural frequency. This indicates that a larger incident wave
amplitude can more easily induce the breaking phenomenon,
which implies more violent sloshing flow action during the
coupling process. Furthermore, Fig. 12 shows the variations
in the normalized internal sloshing forces at different incident
wave amplitudes at corresponding lower critical frequencies,
including a comparison with the normalized external wave
force evolution. The decreased normalized internal sloshing
force is observed with the increased incident wave amplitude,
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

FIG. 9: Comparison of the sway motion amplitudes for various incident wave amplitudes.
(a) B = 0.150 m, and D = 0.094 m, (b) B = 0.225 m, and D = 0.094 m, (c) B = 0.300 m, and D = 0.094 m,
(d) B = 0.150 m, and D = 0.186 m, (e) B = 0.225 m, and D = 0.186 m, (f) B = 0.300 m, and D = 0.186 m,
(g) B = 0.150 m, and D = 0.290 m, (h) B = 0.225 m, and D = 0.290 m, (i) B = 0.300 m, and D = 0.290 m.

TABLE III: Definitions for the different variation types of sway motion responses

Name Frequency Amplitude Characteristic between the lower and higher critical frequencies
Type1 ωl ≈ ωn (A/Ai)ωl ≈ 0 Continuous increase in the medium-frequency range
Type2 ωl < ωn (A/Ai)ωl > 0 Continuous increase in the medium-frequency range
Type3 ωl < ωn (A/Ai)ωl > 0 Sudden jump in the medium-frequency range

indicating a smaller resistant action for the internal sloshing
force at the lower critical frequency. This leads to an increased
minimal sway motion amplitude at the lower critical frequen-
cy for larger incident wave amplitudes. This phenomenon im-
plies that the increased incident wave amplitude decreases the
internal sloshing effect when the breaking phenomenon oc-
curs. This is confirmed from the decreased discrepancy be-
tween the results with and without the coupling sloshing ef-
fect for the different breaking types in Fig. 9. These results
demonstrate that the sloshing flow configurations (i.e., non-
breaking or breaking) are the primary reason for the different
types of sway motion responses. The breaking sloshing flow

pattern can strengthen the nonlinear coupling sloshing effec-
t but decreases the differences in the sway motion responses
with and without the sloshing action.

V. INFLUENCE OF TANK BREADTH AND FILLING
DEPTH

The influence of the tank breadth on the sway motion re-
sponse based on the incident wave condition is investigated
in Fig. 13. All the geometries in Table I at the incident wave
amplitudes of Ai = 0.005, 0.010, 0.020, and 0.030 m are pre-
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 10: Comparison of time signals between the external wave and internal sloshing forces with the corresponding internal
sloshing free surface pattern for B150D094 at Ai = 0.030 m for the Type2 variation.

(a) ω = 6.90 rad/s, (b) ω = 7.00 rad/s, (c) ω = 7.10 rad/s.

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 11: Comparison of time signals between the external wave and internal sloshing forces with the corresponding internal
sloshing free surface pattern for B150D290 at Ai = 0.030 m for the Type3 variation.

(a) ω = 8.10 rad/s, (b) ω = 8.20 rad/s, (c) ω = 8.30 rad/s.

sented, including the case without internal sloshing flow ac-
tion. The comparison covers the sloshing natural frequency
ωn, which is dependent of the tank breadth. The numerical
simulations show that the three-phase variation with the inci-
dent wave frequency is still suitable to describe the influence

of the tank breadth. At the low- and high-frequency ranges,
the sway motion amplitude decreases and increases with the
increased tank breadth, reflecting the greater resistance and
enhanced actions of the internal sloshing flow, respectively.
In the medium-frequency range region, although the behav-
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TABLE IV: Values of the lower critical frequency in the present test cases.

Filling Depth Natural Frequency Tank Breadth Lower Critical Frequency (ωl / rad/s)
(D / m) (ωn / rad/s) (B / m) Ai = 0.005 m Ai = 0.010 m Ai = 0.015 m Ai = 0.020 m

0.094 7.33
0.150 7.40 7.40 7.10 6.90
0.225 7.40 7.40 7.20 7.00
0.300 7.40 7.40 7.30 7.10

0.186 8.66
0.150 8.60 8.50 8.20 7.90
0.225 8.60 8.60 8.40 8.10
0.300 8.60 8.60 8.50 8.30

0.290 8.98
0.150 8.90 8.90 8.50 8.20
0.225 9.00 8.90 8.80 8.50
0.300 9.00 8.90 8.90 8.70

(a) (b)

FIG. 12: Comparison of the normalized internal sloshing forces induced from various incident wave amplitudes at the lower
critical frequency. (a) B = 0.150 m, and D = 0.094 m, (b) B = 0.150 m, and D = 0.290 m.

ior of the sway motion amplitude cannot be described with
a simple increase or decrease variation, the general tendency
of the coupling sloshing results deviate more from the empty
tank results as observed with the increased tank breadth. For
a specific sway motion response, the increased tank breadth
can theoretically lead to a larger internal sloshing force on the
tank, which has a more significant impact on the sway motion
response of the box section. This also agrees with the numer-
ical results discussed above and confirms that the increased
tank breadth can strengthen the influence of the internal slosh-
ing flow motion.

The detailed variations in the sway motion response in the
medium-frequency region are considered, and the essential
mechanism of the coupling sloshing action with different tank
breadths is analyzed. In Figs. 13j–13l, for an incident wave
amplitude of Ai = 0.030 m, a larger lower critical frequen-
cy and smaller minimal sway motion amplitude are observed
for greater tank breadths. This is the typical behavior of the
tank breadth effect on the sway motion response for break-
ing configurations (Type2 and Type3). The out-of-phase re-
lationship between the internal sloshing and external wave
forces at the lower critical frequency generates a stronger re-
sistant action for the internal sloshing flow due to the larger
tank breadth, which leads to a decreased sway motion am-
plitude. The above phenomenon is confirmed from the force
evolutions in Figs. 14c and 14d, including the increased in-
ternal sloshing force with a larger tank breadth and the out-
of-phase relationship between the internal sloshing and exter-

nal wave forces. Therefore, a larger tank breadth can gener-
ate the same internal sloshing force with a smaller sloshing
flow. The smaller sloshing amplitude makes it more difficult
for the breaking sloshing phenomenon to occur, which also
leads to the lower critical frequency increases and gives rise
to the sloshing natural frequency. In Figs. 13a–13c for Ai =
0.005 m, the results of A2/Ai = 0 and ωl = ωn are unaffect-
ed by changes in the tank breadth. As the relatively small
sway motion amplitude at the frequency ωl = ωn can lead to
extreme internal sloshing forces from the non-breaking slosh-
ing flow, the same magnitude and 180-degree phase difference
between the internal sloshing and external wave forces are u-
naffected by further increases to the tank breadth, as shown
in Fig. 14a. Therefore, a larger tank breadth only retains the
zero-amplitude sway motion. The other typical behavior of
the tank breadth effect on the sway motion response for the
non-breaking type (Type1) is where the tank breadth effect
leads primarily to an increased higher critical frequency. For
some other cases, the combined behavior of the non-breaking
and breaking types is observed. As an example, Figs. 13d–
13f show that an increased tank breadth can change the sway
motion response from the breaking type to the non-breaking
type, which then behaves as non-breaking. This is confirmed
from the variations in the sloshing force evolution with the
tank breadth in Fig. 14b, where the non-sinusoidal and sinu-
soidal characteristics are respectively observed for B = 0.150
m and all other breadths. In Fig. 15, the sloshing-free sur-
face shows a breaking pattern for a tank breadth of B = 0.150
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

FIG. 13: Comparison of the sway motion amplitudes for various tank breadths.
(a) D = 0.094 m, and Ai = 0.005 m, (b) D = 0.186 m, and Ai = 0.005 m, (c) D = 0.290 m, and Ai = 0.005 m,
(d) D = 0.094 m, and Ai = 0.010 m, (e) D = 0.186 m, and Ai = 0.010 m, (f) D = 0.290 m, and Ai = 0.010 m,
(g) D = 0.094 m, and Ai = 0.020 m, (h) D = 0.186 m, and Ai = 0.020 m, (i) D = 0.290 m, and Ai = 0.020 m,
(j) D = 0.094 m, and Ai = 0.030 m, (k) D = 0.186 m, and Ai = 0.030 m, (l) D = 0.290 m, and Ai = 0.030 m.

m, while the flow patterns for B = 0.225 and 0.300 m only
show the non-breaking free surface profiles. This is a com-
plete change from the breaking type to the non-breaking type
with the increased tank breadth, which confirms that a larg-
er tank breadth suppresses violent internal sloshing motions
during coupling actions.

Figure 16 compares the sway motion responses between d-

ifferent filling depths. Distinct from the tank breadth effec-
t, greater filling depths not only increase the water mass in
the sway-motion-system but also increase the sloshing natural
frequency ωn. Numerical simulations suggest that the lower
and higher critical frequencies ωl and ωh have the same trend
with the sloshing natural frequency ωn, indicating violent s-
loshing motion is the essential factor for the coupling slosh-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 14: Comparison of the normalized internal sloshing forces with various tank breadths at the lower critical frequency.
(a) D = 0.290 m, and Ai = 0.005 m, (b) D = 0.094 m, and Ai = 0.010 m,
(c) D = 0.094 m, and Ai = 0.030 m, (d) D = 0.290 m, and Ai = 0.030 m.

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 15: Internal sloshing-free surface patterns for a filling depth of D = 0.094 m at the lower critical frequency under the
incident wave amplitude of Ai = 0.010 m for different tank breadths. (a) B = 0.150 m, (b) B = 0.225 m, (c) B = 0.300 m.

ing effect. The most significant difference in sway motion
amplitudes between different filing depths is in the medium-
frequency region. In general, variations in the sway motion
amplitude between D = 0.186 and 0.290 m have similar char-
acteristics, while there are differences observed for D = 0.094
m. As a demonstration, the breaking type of the sway motion
response shows the characteristics of Type3 for D = 0.186 and
0.290 m but is Type2 for D = 0.094 m. The shallow filling
depth of D = 0.094 m induces nonlinear sloshing flow motion
and is the primary cause of these differences, which implies

that the influence of the filling depth is complex, in addition
to its influence on the natural frequency and water mass.

VI. CONCLUSION

Numerical simulations analyze the sway motion response
of a box section with internal liquid sloshing. The vis-
cous two-phase flow model with a VOF-interface-capturing
technique based on the OpenFOAM R© package is established
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

FIG. 16: Comparison of sway motion amplitudes for various filling depths.
(a) B = 0.150 m, and Ai = 0.005 m, (b) B = 0.225 m, and Ai = 0.005 m, (c) B = 0.300 m, and Ai = 0.005 m,
(d) B = 0.150 m, and Ai = 0.010 m, (e) B = 0.225 m, and Ai = 0.010 m, (f) B = 0.300 m, and Ai = 0.010 m,
(g) B = 0.150 m, and Ai = 0.020 m, (h) B = 0.225 m, and Ai = 0.020 m, (i) B = 0.300 m, and Ai = 0.020 m,
(j) B = 0.150 m, and Ai = 0.030 m, (k) B = 0.225 m, and Ai = 0.030 m, (l) B = 0.300 m, and Ai = 0.030 m.

for the internal sloshing flow, while the impulse-response-
function (IRF) method is employed for the external ship re-
sponse. To better understand the influence of wave conditions
and tank configurations on the sway motion response, four
incident wave amplitudes with three tank breadths and three
filling depths under different wave frequencies are considered.
The essential mechanism of the coupling action between the

sway motion and internal sloshing is explained from the per-
spective of the internal sloshing flow pattern, especially for
non-breaking or breaking phenomena. The main findings are
illustrated as follows:

1) Two important frequencies, the sloshing natural frequen-
cy and the lower critical frequency, are recommended to
understand the essential mechanism of coupling sloshing
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problems. The sloshing natural frequency is the inherent
property of the sloshing flow motion, which is indepen-
dent of the coupling action. The lower critical frequency
corresponds to the minimal sway motion amplitude, where
the out-of-phase relationship between the internal slosh-
ing and external wave forces are observed. The physical
essence of the lower critical frequency is the resistant ac-
tion of the coupling sloshing as it approaches the maxi-
mum. This is generated from the coupling action between
the external wave and the internal sloshing flow.

2) The lower critical frequency coincides with the sloshing
natural frequency when the internal sloshing flow does not
break at small incident wave amplitudes. As there is no
breaking phenomenon in this case, the extreme internal s-
loshing force at the sloshing natural frequency can be ex-
cited by the small sway motion. Therefore, the steady-state
internal sloshing force readily oscillates at the same mag-
nitude as the external wave force, which does not cause
sway motion at that frequency. Thus, the linear sloshing
flow model well predicts the sway motion response, which
implies the insignificant effect of the sloshing nonlinearity.
This non-breaking sloshing-induced sway motion response
is called the non-breaking type, or Type1, variation.

3) When the breaking phenomenon occurs, the internal slosh-
ing force is smaller than the external wave force, which
causes a non-zero sway motion amplitude at the lower crit-
ical frequency. In addition, the breaking phenomenon also
generates a phase transition for the internal sloshing mo-
tion, which further affects the phase shift of the internal
sloshing force and causes the lower critical frequency to
deviate from the sloshing natural frequency. Therefore,
the minimal sway motion amplitude and the lower criti-
cal frequency increase and decrease, respectively, with the
increased incident wave amplitude. That is, the sway mo-
tion response deviates more from the linear sloshing re-
sults, which indicates the nonlinearity that results from the
breaking sloshing effect becomes more important. How-
ever, differences in the sway motion response between the
coupling sloshing tank and the empty tank tend to be smal-
l, suggesting a smaller coupling effect on the sway motion
response.

4) The breaking-sloshing-induced sway motion response has
two variation types, denoted as Type2 and Type3. Type2 is
where the sway motion amplitude has a rapid continuous
increase from the lower critical frequency to the higher in-
cident frequency, while Type3 is where the amplitude has a
sudden jump around the lower critical frequency. The dif-
ference between the two breaking types is primarily due
to the steady-state sloshing flow patterns at frequencies
around the lower critical frequency. The breaking slosh-
ing phenomenon is observed at all frequencies for Type2.
A similar sloshing flow configuration generates continu-
ous phase shift variations in the internal sloshing force,
which continuously varies the sway motion amplitude. For
Type3, the non-breaking and breaking sloshing patterns are
found in the lower critical frequency and its adjacent fre-
quencies, respectively. A saltation of the phase transition

appears between the adjacent frequencies, leading to a sud-
den jump in the sway motion amplitude.

5) The increased tank breadth can generate crucial coupling
action for the internal sloshing flow on the sway motion
response, which is confirmed by the increased difference
in the sway motion amplitudes between the cases with and
without sloshing flow. This is caused by the increased in-
ternal sloshing force from the larger tank breadth. How-
ever, the increased tank breadth causes the lower criti-
cal frequency to approach to the sloshing natural frequen-
cy, where the minimal sway motion amplitude tends to
be small. Therefore, the sway motion response tends to
approach the non-breaking type from the breaking type,
which implies that nonlinear behaviors of the coupling ac-
tion weaken for larger tank breadths.
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